
Columbia Valley 

TECHNICAL DATA

J. BOOKWALTER WINERY & FICTION RESTAURANT: 894 TULIP LANE • RICHLAND, WA • 509.627.5000

J. BOOKWALTER TASTING STUDIO: 14810 NE 145TH ST. BLD B • WOODINVILLE, WA • 425. 488.1983

Cases Produced: 20,000

Bottled Spring 2021

Alcohol: 14.8%

NV15 NOTEBOOK RED

WINEMAKING 

BOOKWALTERWINES.COM

DRINKING WINDOW & SERVING

This wine is intended to be enjoyed  and

consumed young but will age beautifully

for years to come. 

FOOD PAIRINGS

We recommend serving this wine with

burgers, pizza, and weeknight family

meals.

APPELLATIONS 

pH: 3.50

TA: 7g/L

RS: 1 g/L

FINAL BLEND 

SENSORY NOTES 

AGING

French Oak31% Cabernet Sauvignon

24% Syrah

23% Merlot

22%% Malbec

The number preceding the NV indicates how many Notebook

blends we have produced. For over 35 years we have been

crafting wines that are more compelling and interesting

than single vintage and varietal wines by employing the

centuries-old practice of blending wine lots from

multiple vintages (Vertical Blending) with multiple grape

varieties (Horizontal Blending). Each lot of wine is

carefully selected each year for the Notebook Red Blend

based upon the mature flavors of the older vintages and

the vibrant fruit characteristics of the younger vintages.

The result is a wine that offers, fruit, structure,

approachability and exceptional value.

Our Notebook Red wine is crafted to be approachable and

easy to drink. The NV15 is smooth, juicy, with well

structured tannins that gives this wine body and weight.

Ruby translucent red in color, this wine gives off aromas

and flavors of cherry, plum, spice, and soft vanilla.

Because we have blended multiple vintages and grape

varieties to make this wine, it is far from one noted as it

finishes with a touch of savory notes. We can say with

confidence that this wine is one of the best values that

Washington State has to offer. 


